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Clinicians commissioning healthcare 
for the people of Northumberland 

 

Members of the Governing Body are asked to  
 
1. To receive and note the content of the Chief Clinical Officer and Chief Operating 

Officer assurance and key issues briefing 

 

Health and Well Being Board /Better Care Fund 
This has been signed by all parties -see papers in main meeting 
 
NHS England Assurance meeting  
NHS England and the CCG meet every other month to talk through the financial recovery plan.  
Our meeting in September was fairly positive in that NHS England is comfortable that our plan 
is focussed across the health system rather than relying on one single part to achieve the 
savings. The recovery to date has fallen short of the projections needed however, and we have 
further work to do to drive out the additional savings.  
 
Continuing healthcare  
The partnership agreement between the CCG and Local Authority continues to work well.  The 
quarter one budget shows that spend is within budget and in fact, indicates we are likely to see 
the gain share arrangement beginning to operate.  
 
Annual public meeting  
The annual public meeting of the CCG’s governing body was held in September and was 
attended by 16 members of the public.  An overview of the annual report, accounts and the 
work of the governing body’s committees was provided.  Members of the Public were also 
invited to ask questions. 
 
Members meeting  
The September members meeting was attended by 18 practices in addition to primary care 
directors and CCG management staff.   After an overview of the impact of the commissioning 
plan in the last 12 months on both the quality of care for patients and the financial situation in 
Northumberland, members discussed community services.   
 
Over the next six months, the CCG will be conducting a review of community services to 
determine how best to commission these services into the future.  The views from the 
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members meeting provided excellent first indications of what is needed into the future.   Over 
the coming weeks, the localities will be discussing community services in greater detail as a 
key part of that review.  
 
Members were asked to complete an evaluation of the meeting.  59 of the 83 answers to 
questions (or 71%) rated the event excellent or good.  Other than one rating of ‘poor’ relating 
to the venue, all answers were ‘ok’ or better.  
 
NHS England 
Significant structural changes have been announce to NHSE and the area teams- these are 
likely to be called Field Force Team and there will be 4 in the North of England with ours 
covering the North East and Cumbria. 
There is also likely to be marked changes in the degree of Commissioning by NHSE with 
specialised commissioning likely to be coalesced at Field Force Team level in a partnership 
arrangement for many services with CCG’s. The co commissioning of Primary care by CCG’s 
also appears to gathering pace with 3 possible outcomes, no co-commissioning, co- 
commission through joint structure with NHSE or full delegated commissioning. 
 
National Priorities 
We expect a continued focus on the targets within the NHS constitution, particularly 4 hour a/e 
waits and 18 week referral to treatment targets. A further focus on dementia diagnosis and 
cancer treatment times is anticipated. 
 


